CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusions of the study and some suggestions. The conclusions are based on the results of the study. Meanwhile, the suggestions are recommended for the university and the future researcher, particularly for those who are involved in teaching speaking.

5.1 CONCLUSION

Based on interview result, it can be concluded that:

Based on the four strategies used when interviewing, bilingual learning EFL students typically uses four strategies, the working group use the strategic, adopting the language teaching approach based content, maintain a positive relationship with all students and set clear expectations about when to use each language. They also feel their strategies have been successful and well developed. They also could have been better in Indonesian and English. The main objective of this strategy is the result of four to get a job in accordance with their expectations is to be a teacher. Based learning strategy the high frequency use elaboration strategy.
5.2 SUGGESTION

Based on the finding of the study, the researcher gives some suggestions for the university and further research.

- **For the university**: the researcher hopes that the university can implement students exchange program forth because it can give some benefical for university and the student. University not only can expand thei cooperation in student exchange program but also university have a lot of foreign students that studyin bilingual learning with different kindof strategy in every student.

- **For the further research**: the researcher hopes that the next researchers conduct some researchers in the same field with different subject and situation. The researcher realizes that this research is far from perfect, that is why some related studies in the same area are needed.